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SR support: mention that 7 have been published (with me as co-author).

FC: given during the ABSC-CHLA meeting in Montreal in June 2014.  Mention that I am 
available to give it again! ☺

Poster: mentionner qu’ils peuvent le voir ce jour-là (Martin, Francesca et moi allons
amener nos affiches afin que les membres puissent les voir).
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Demander aux gens s’ils ont déjà soutenu une RS.
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Summer of 2012: increase in number of requests to support systematic reviews led us 
to establish a SR service.

Several questions:
- Did our librarians have the necessary expertise to support SRs?
- How would the new service impact our workload?
- What level of service should/could we provide?

To help answer these questions, our Chief Librarian at the time consulted an associate 
professor in McGill’s epidemiology department.  The professor recommended we 
establish high standards for our service.
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Several organizations have produced standards for systematic reviews.
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By Grey literature, we mean…

Citation tracking: forward citation tracking (who has cited your included studies)

Reference lists: backward citation tracking (reference lists of your included studies)

Grey literature: reports/dissertations/theses databases and databases of conference 
abstracts. 
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- Workplan was finalized in Fall 2013.
- Developed a work flow to harmonize process between sites
- Developed a work plan, based on a pre-existing work plan developed by the 

University of Texas
- Developed and gave a presentation and workshop on systematic reviews to our 

users
- Why?
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Mentionner qu’on est parti du formulaire de l’U. du Texas

Ouvrir le formulaire et détailler ses différentes sections
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Section “Entente de service”

Distinction entre les activités ou étapes obligatoires et le soutien additionnel qui 
peut être offert

Dans les activités ou étapes obligatoires

Identification claire si c’est le/la bibliothécaire ou l’équipe qui va réaliser
chaque tâche

Identification claire des tâches qui, si elles sont réalisées par le/la 
bibliothécaire, aloue “automatiquement” le statut de co-auteur

Ajout des signatures

Commenter sur le fait de réclamer d’être co-auteur.
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Mention that we have recently started getting technicians to do the EndNote deduping.
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Sur le 1er point: les équipes arrivent parfois avec des questions de recherche plus ou moins bien définies

Calendar: weeks without news, then sudden massive increase in workload.  Can have an important impact on 

Sur le 3e point: une proportion importante de nos clients en sont à leur première RS. Il nous faut donc



Koffel (2015): survey of SR authors from 2012-2014. 

Respondents were asked to only count time spent actively designing, refining and 
executing their search strategy.  Were asked not to include time spent assessing articles 
for inclusion or time spent retrieving full-text for the articles.

1082 responses to the question (out of 1697 received responses): 63.76% response 
rate.

Over 60% respondents to the question spent more than 10 hours designing and 
executing their search strategies.

Mention that we give ourselves 2 months to complete a review (time for peer review, 
other duties, etc.), and that this can be surprising to some users.
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Agency for healthcare Research & Quality

While it is possible to increase the precision of a search strategy, and so reduce the 
number of irrelevant papers retrieved, this may lead to relevant studies being missed.
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Additional information: in other words, when searching in article databases such as 
PubMed/Medline, how many results did you expect to retrieve and have to screen for 
inclusion?

Discuss case where retrieval has been problematic:
- GrandMaison search: fairly broad search on endothelial dysfunction related to 
hypertensive disorders of pregnancy.  High retrieval (over 6000) initially had users 
questioning whether this was “normal” and whether we should re-think the strategy 
(this after they had seen it and after it had gone through 2 rounds of peer review!)
- Alex’s review: Review on the impact of benzodiazepines (as anti anxiety, anti-epileptic, 
sleeping pill, etc) on risk of developing Alzheimers.  Project stakeholders kept changing 
(resident who initially approached the library left, was replaced by someone who no 
longer worked at the MUHC and who sent a MED STUDENT as a liaison).  High retrieval 
(ALL of the benzodiazepines = a LOT) led users to want to limit results to just PubMed, 
English, etc.
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(après l’élimination de duplicatas)
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Methods: Stratégie de recherche et bases de données utilisées; Évaluation critique de 
la qualité des études
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AA: took out “reported” from pt 2, “was” from pt 1.   
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Searching skills:
- Working on SRs has definitely made me a better searcher!

Partnerships:
- Supporting SRs has helped me develop partnerships/professional relationships with 

certain departments (in my case, especially the department of surgery)

Professional recognition:
- Découle du point précédent, mais aussi en lien avec le co-authorship.
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